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Team Alt Stars
We hope the players did not notice the turmoil behinds the scenes yesterday. A few hours before 
game time Team Meltzer realised they had signed up for the event, but had no team. Many tour-
naments are running this week, and it is easy to get the dates and events mixed up.

That meant the organisers had to find capable replacements, not only for yesterday's match, but also 
for the week. We have now created Team Alt Stars. A Dutch/Danish combination of three married 
pairs and one not-married pair (but there is still time for that). We welcome our new participants.

Today's bulletin is somewhat shorter than you have become accustomed to. One reason is Victim 
of the Day has suffered som delay (which means some of you might be singled out for questioning 
soon), another reason is I am today attending Roland Wald's funeral. 
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Important Notice 
All players should enter BBO 10
minutes before their match starts at
the latest. Tournament director Denis 
Dobrin is waiting for you and will
instruct you where to sit.
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THE ALT 
MIXED TEAMS

JUNE 1 - 5, 2020

Today’s Schedule Round 1 & 2
Tuesday June 2  Tuesday June 2
10.00 EDT/16.00 CET  14.30 EDT/20.30 CET

Red Sea - Edmonds  Red Sea - Parker
Donner - Parker  Edmonds - Koeppel
Pepsi - Koeppel  Donner - Alt Stars
Tiramisu - Alt Stars  Pepsi - Tiramisu 

http://bridge24.pl
http://www.netbridge.online/
http://bid72.com/
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Teams / Players / Nicknames

Red Sea
David Birman   davidb
Daniela Birman   danniella
Lilo Poplilov    lilop
Matilda Poplilov   tida
Cathy Baldysz   cathmark
Przemek Janiszewski Janisz1979
Igor Grzejdziak   IgorG
Sabina Grzejdziak   SabinaG

Alt Stars
Camilla Krefeld  Camse2
Johan Hammelev Johse61
Helle Rasmussen  helle_r 
Jan Pedersen   gobochamp
Jens Ove Henneberg Joh1
Marlene Henneberg  Makir 
Aida Jansma   AIDA_MK_NL
Jan Jansma  Jan_Jansma 

Tiramisu
Thomas Bessis   malpaluche
Irene Baroni     princi
Cedric Lorenzini    pierced
Hilda Setton     explumber
Pierre Franceschetti   gewd
Joanna Zochowska   poetka

Pepsi
Andrei Gromov Agromov017
Anna Gulevich   Katt
Danuta Kazmucha  dana_5
Dominic Filipowicz consus88
Jacek Pszczola   pikolo
May Sakr  mayyou

Parker
Adam Grossack  nevereast
Christina L. Madsen   christinas
Christina Parker  Cmp56
Dennis Bilde   Ballebo-jr
Meike Wortel   meikever
Simon de Wijs   sm1
Stewart Rubenstein  Stewr

Koeppel
Anam Tebha     anamtebha
Joe Grue     joegrue
Signe Buus Thomsen Thomsen
Zach Grossack    germs345
Lynne Koeppel   lgkoeppel
Thomas Paske   Thomas1000
Sally Brock    Saralindaj
Peter Jepsen    P_Jepsen

Edmonds
Jodi Edmonds  jodewagon
Joel Wooldridge firechief
Judi Radin   Judi R
Sandra Rimstedt  Sandria
John Hurd   johnhurd
Justyna Zmuda  juustyna 
Michal Klukowski  skrzat96 

Donner
Geir Helgemo    micelle45
Cecilia Rimstedt    Cillar
Marion Michielsen   Lady007
Per-Ola Cullin    pocken
Jessica Larsson    jela79
Gary Donner     Gdonnersc1

How to kibitz the Alt Mixed teams on BBO
Even if the Alt Mixed Teams is not broadcasted via the BBO Vugraph, you can still kibitz any team you 
like. You simply search for your favourite player’s nickname and join his or her table. 

If you wish to watch the players whenever they are online, you search for your chosen one (fx Cecilia 
Rimstedt "Cillar", click on the name and choose ’follow’ instead of neutral.  Any time you see her online, 
you can click on her and take a seat at her table (assuming the tournament allows it). 

See you on BBO! 



Rules and regulations
The numbers 1 through 4 from the round robin will go to the 
semifinals. In case of a tie in victory points:
1. the mutual result will decide
2. still equal: the most ’wins’ (BAM-ish) will decide.
3. after that: the team with the highest IMP score on a board will 
go through

The winner of the round robin may choose its opponent between the teams placed 3 and 4. T
he captain will mail their choice to info@netbridge.online within an hour after the round robin is finis-
hed. If late, then matches will be: 1 versus 4 and 2 versus 3.

Link to results

Alt Mixed Results

Link to previous Alts & bulletins

Bulletins

Results / Ranking

RR1 IMPs VPs

RED SEA PEPSI 21 41 5.42 14.58

TIRAMISU DONNER 45 52 8.17 11.83

ALT STARS EDMONDS 19 37 5.80 14.20

KOEPPEL PARKER 31 42 7.24 12.76

RR2

RED SEA DONNER 58 20 17.32 2.68

PEPSI EDMONDS 39 19 14.58 5.42

TIRAMISU PARKER 41 45 8.92 11.08

ALT STARS KOEPPEL 53 38 13.61 6.39

After 
Round 2

VPs

1 PEPSI 29.16

2 PARKER 23.84

3 RED SEA 22.74

4 EDMONDS 19.62

5 ALT STARS 19.41

6 TIRAMISU 17.09

7 DONNER 14.51

8 KOEPPEL 13.63
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Follow us on Facebook 
Click the link

The winners of the first Alt Mixed 
Teams, Pepsi, have taken an early 
lead, and our rookis teams are off to a 
good start.

We had some great boards of fire 
yesterday. We hope for more action 
today.

http://bridgeresults.org/o/2020_alt_mixed_2/2020_alt_mixed_2r.asp
https://www.netbridge.online/Alt-Mix/
https://www.facebook.com/Alt-Invitational-112093410504607
https://www.facebook.com/Alt-Invitational-112093410504607
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Early Reverses

By the time I had logged in and typed the 
names of the players Donner had already 
posted 11 IMPs. 
With ♠A7 ♥AKQJ92 ♦97 ♣AQ5 oppo-
site ♠KQ10984 ♥4 ♦AQ ♣K872 it does 
not look too difficult to reach a grand slam, 
but they missed it in the Open Room.

That was soon followed by an awkward 
deal:

Board 4. Dealer West. All Vul.

  ♠ J 7 5
  ♥ J 7 3 2
  ♦ A
  ♣ K 8 7 4 2
♠ A K Q 6 3   ♠ 9
♥ K 8   ♥ A Q 6 5 4
♦ Q 6   ♦ K J 9 4 2
♣ A J 9 5   ♣ Q 6
  ♠ 10 8 4 2
  ♥ 10 9
  ♦ 10 8 7 5 3
  ♣ 10 3

Open Room

WEST NORTH EAST SOUTH

Cullin Franceschetti Michielsen Setton

1♣* Pass 1♠* Pass

1NT Pass 2♦* Pass
2♥ Pass 2♠* Pass
2NT Pass 3♦ Pass
3NT All Pass

1♣ 17+bal/16+ unbalanced any distribution, 
unbalanced 15 w/ 11 zz is opened 1♣.
1♠ 5-7 AKQ points (zz points - A=3, K=2, Q=1)

2♦ Transfer
2♠ Any 5521 or 6421 or 6511/7511
3♦ 55 (6511) in hearts and diamonds

North led the ♣4 and declarer won with 
the jack. A low diamond at this point 
would see declarer score 12 tricks, but 
with little at stake declarer played the ♦Q 
and had to be content with 11 tricks.

Closed Room

WEST NORTH EAST SOUTH

Lorenzini Helgemo Zochowska Larsson

2NT Pass 3♦* Pass

3♠ Pass 4NT Pass
6NT All Pass

North was not king enough to lead a dia-
mond and the ♥2 saw declarer win with 
the king and play the ♦Q, North winning 
and exiting with the ♥3. When South 
pitched the ♦5 on the ♥Q declarer threw a 
spade and ran the ♣Q, two down,-200 and 
a 13 IMP loss.

On Board 7 NS held ♠AK106 ♥74 
♦10873 ♣AQ10  opposite ♠Q843 ♥AQ8 
♦42 ♣K654 and with spades 3-2 and the 
♥K onside there were 11 tricks. Tiramisu 
stopped in 2♠ and lost 10 IMPs.

Despite these setbacks, Tiramisu stayed in 
touch and when I went for me tea-break 
the score was 21-34 after 9 deals had been 
completed. I'm sure someone will write 
about number 10, which reduced their 
deficit to a single IMP!

By Mark Horton

The second issue of BeBRIDGE is a blockbuster, with feature length
articles on the impact of COVID-19 and the affinity between Chess

and Bridge. We take a trip to the island of Madeira, home of one of the
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There are Two Sides to 
every Contract   By Martin Cantor

One of the potential advantages of the 
multi, compared with direct weak twos, is 
that it can sometimes allow either hand to 
declare. But that can equally be one of its 
disadvantages, as we saw here:

Board 10. E / All

♠
♥
♦
♣

K J 7
K T 7 4 3
5
J T 7 5

♠
♥
♦
♣

A 8 2  
A J 9 8 2  
K J 3  
Q 6  

N
W E

S

♠
♥
♦
♣

Q T 9 6 5 3
—
A T 4
8 4 3 2

♠
♥
♦
♣

4
Q 6 5
Q 9 8 7 6 2
A K 9

WEST NORTH EAST SOUTH

Cullin Franceschetti Michielsen Setton

— — 2♦* Pass

2NT* Pass 3♥* Pass
3♠ Pass 4♠ All Pass

2♦ weak 2 in a major
3♥ minimum with ♠

North had little trouble finding the sing-
leton diamond opening lead, and when 
Cullin next played the ♣Q, Setton was 
even less hard pressed to win and play 
back the ♦2, the defence taking four of the 
first five tricks.

WEST NORTH EAST SOUTH

Lorenzini Helgemo Zochowska Larsson

— — 2♠* 3♦

4♠ All Pass

In the other room South, on lead, saw no 
reason (nor do I) to look beyond her ace-
king combination. Her partner’s ♣J gave 
her no obvious reason to find the diamond 
switch, and when she continued the 
second top club declarer was safe from the 
diamond ruff, and Tiramisu had 12 IMPs to 
close Donner's early lead to 1 IMP. 

Elsewhere on this board Lund Madsen - 
Bilde for Team Koeppel played 3♠ from the 
East hand and made an overtrick, while 
Brock -Paske for Donner made 4♠ by East. 
Sakr - Pepsi for the latter’s team played 
3♠ by West, making, while for Red Sea 
the Grzejdziaks Sabina - Igor bid 2♦ - 4♣ 
(transfer to your suit) - 4♥ - 4♠, so West 
declared and went down after the dia-
mond lead. 

For Edmonds Klukowski - Zmuda went one 
down in 4♠ by West on the same auction 
and lead, while in the other room Pavlov - 
Liq were also 1 down in 4♠, only this time 
by East and this time doubled, when South 
found an opening diamond lead after the 
auction 2♠ - Dbl - 4♠ - Dbl. 

Given their tenace holdings, you can’t 
blame those Wests who had the tools 
to play the hand their way for doing so. 
Maybe you just have to blame them for 
being unlucky.
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Board 17. N / None

♠
♥
♦
♣

A J 8 6
T 6
J
Q 9 8 5 4 3

♠
♥
♦
♣

K 7 3 2
K 9 4  
A 9 8 6 4  
K  

N
W E

S

♠
♥
♦
♣

T 9 5
A J 7 5
K 5
A J 7 2

♠
♥
♦
♣

Q 4
Q 8 3 2
Q T 7 3 2
T 6

In both rooms in the Tiramisu - Donner 
contest East played in 3NT, Marion 
Michielsen after an unopposed auction, 
Thomas Bessis after a 1♦ overcall.

 With most cards placed wrong for declarer 
there doesn’t seem to be anywhere to go 
for tricks, but, as we all know, bridge is a 
funny game, and every time the defense 
have to lead they have to give something 
away; The master of double dummy play 
GIB tells us there are at least nine tricks on 
any lead. So what happened at the tables?

For Donner Larsson led a diamond, and 
since she had overcalled the suit, it was 
pretty clear that Helgemo had a singleton 
honour, so Bessis played low from dummy, 
won the jack with the king and played 
anther diamond over South's ten to the ace 
and played back the 9 to set up an extra 
trick there. However he discarded a spade 
from hand leaving that suit vulnerable to 
the ♠Q through from South. 

- 7 -

Larsson took a long time, then chose the 
small club, which left the defence still in 
control. Bessis saw nothing better now 
than to go after the hearts, so played the 
king then nine to the ten, jack and queen, 
leaving this position with South on lead 
needing 3 more tricks:

♠
♥
♦
♣

A J 8 6
—
—
Q 8 3

♠
♥
♦
♣

K 7 3 2
4  
8 6
—  

N
W E

S

♠
♥
♦
♣

T 9
A 7
—
A J 7

♠
♥
♦
♣

Q 4
8 2
7 3
T

 Rock 
Mixed Stars 

Bessis-Baroni
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Even a small spade would do the job; 
but not so easy for Larsson to see. As it 
happens anything but a diamond is good 
enough, and she picked the ♣T, but now 
Helgemo, having started to unblock the 
suit earlier by playing the 9 on the first 
round, failed to unblock again, giving 
Bessis a chance. After much thought 
Thomas cashed his top two clubs and exi-
ting the small one to endplay Helgemo to 
give him both a spade trick and access to 
the winning diamond. 
Very well played by Bessis, who must have 
been tempted to play for the ♠A onside 
given South’s reluctance to lead that suit.

The play in the other room was no less 
interesting. The first two tricks were 
the same, but on the third diamond 
Michielsen correctly pitched a club, not a 
spade. Setton too exited her small club to 
leave this position:

♠
♥
♦
♣

A J 8 6
T 6
-
Q 9 8

♠
♥
♦
♣

K 7 3 2
K 9 4  
8 6  
-

N
W E

S

♠
♥
♦
♣

T 9 5
A J 7 5
-
A J

♠
♥
♦
♣

Q 4
Q 8 3 2
7 2
T

Winning lines for declarer now basically 
need her to play the ♠T from hand, later 
playing back towards the 9 for a trick in 
the suit (or, if the ten is not covered by 
the queen, playing the king on the second 
round to squash the queen). 

All very double dummy, and Michielsen 
quite reasonably decided to play on hearts, 
finessing the jack without cashing the 
king first. South’s only guaranteed win-
ning play at that point was to play another 
heart but she went with the ♣T to the 
queen and ace. 
The double dummy spade play was still 
available but far from natural. Cashing 
the ♣J at this point would have put South 
under a lot of pressure, and anything but 
unblocking the spade queen would have 
been fatal. In the real world declarer chose 
a small spade, playing for the ace onside. 

The defense got it right from there, taking 
the ♠K with the ace, spade to the queen 
and a heart exit, coming to their fifth trick 
with the ♥8 at trick thirteen. 
A contract with many sides which, I have 
to admit, I needed the help of Deep Finesse 
to analyse. 

10 IMPs to Tiramisu, but I think much 
credit to all the players on such a complex 
hand. At the end Donner beat Tiramisu by 
52-45, 11.83-8.17.

Per-Ola Cullin and 
Marion Michielsen



Love or Hate Playing Bridge Online? 
We want to hear your views

How has your life as a bridge player changed and what challenges do you face?

Please share your lockdown experiences of bridge by 
emailing bamsa@stir.ac.uk

One off accounts or weekly/monthly diary entries 
are welcomed by players of all ages from all countri-
es - pros, teachers, club owners or service providers.

It doesn’t have to take long and will be of use for 
understanding the short-term and longer term 
impacts of the current situation for the bridge 
community. 

For more info see:
https://keepbridgealive.bridgecloud.com/about/
bridge-in-the-time-of-covid-19

”I’m busier now than I’ve ever 
been in the real world.”

- Alex Hydes

https://keepbridgealive.bridgecloud.com/about/bridge-in-the-time-of-covid-19
https://keepbridgealive.bridgecloud.com/about/bridge-in-the-time-of-covid-19


How to kibitz the Alt Mixed teams on BBO
As in the previous editions of the Alt Invitational, we expect thousands of spectators on BBO. Even 
though the Alt is not broadcasted via the BBO Vugraph, you can still watch any of your favourites.   
You simply search for your favorite player’s nickname and join his or her table. 

If you wish to watch the players whenever they are online, you search for your chosen one (fx Bas Dri-
jver ’BasDr’, click on the name and choose ’follow’ instead of neutral. Any time you see ham online, you 
can click on him and take a seat at his table (assuming the tournament allows it). See you on BBO! 



1. Random hands www.bid72.com/random-boards/

✔ unilimited number of interesting boards, with and without competitive bidding
✔ ranking and rating
✔ fit for any system at any level

3 weeks free trial (no strings attached)

1 month USD 3.49 / 12 months USD 28.99

2. Topic boards www.bid72.com/topics/

✔ a set of Topic boards is dedicated to a specific piece of bridge theory
✔ each set contains appr. 100 boards ready to bid in-app
✔ 3 levels of themes: starter/club/expert
✔ popular themes: Jacoby Transfers, Check-Back Stayman, Gazzilli
✔ sheets with preferred methods designed by the world’s best players and teachers

1 Topic costs 100 Bid Points 

1oo Bid Points USD 1.99/ 500 Bid Points USD 6.99/ 1000 Bid Points USD 12.99

3. Bidding contests www.bid72.com/bidding-contest/

✔ for bridgeclubs and communities
✔ each month 8 new boards in-app
✔ results and handrecords

free service for users with a bid72 account (even in trial)

4. Create your own boards www.bid72.com/create-and-upload-your-own-boards/

✔ create and upload your own boards to bid72
✔ for players, teachers and coaches to practice themed boards with partners and classes

check the link above for (low) costs

5. Basic education www.bid72.com/teachers/

✔ sets of practice boards for starters
✔ relevant powerpoints presentations
✔ feedback to teachers
✔ teachers follow their own rithm and plan

free service for students with bid72 account (even in trial)

discount for teachers on their bid72 account

www.bid72.com / info@bid72.com

big 5
These are the 5 pillars of bid72, the premium app on bridge bidding. 
Download bid72 from the App Store or Google Play and you are good to go.

http://bid72.com

